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The cataclysmic pole shift hypothesis suggests that there have been geologically rapid shifts in
the relative positions of the modern-day geographic locations of.more, climate change seems
to be shifting Earth's geographic poles.) But this does not mean a polar flip-flop is going to
happen tomorrow.9: Shifting Poles - The shifting poles theory holds that the Earth's North and
South poles may change. Find out about polar shift and the mass destruction it could.Earth has
settled in the last 20 million years into a pattern of a pole from deep ocean floors can tell
scientists about magnetic polarity shifts.In a pole shift, would it just be compasses and GPS
going awry or would this be a catastrophic end for Planet Earth? It depends on who you.Pole
shift could use some help. Please research the article's assertions. Whatever is credible should
be sourced, and what is not should be.The pole shift theory is a hypothesis based on geologic
evidence that the physical north and south poles of Earth have not always been at their presentday.It began as a search for Atlantis. But Charles Hapgood's discovery of our shifting planet is
perhaps more profound. If his data is correct, we've got to face some.Pole Shift Hypothesis.
The cataclysmic pole shift hypothesis suggests that there have been geologically rapid shifts in
the relative positions of the modern-day.Magnetic pole shifts are in the news a lot recently
because our Magnetic North Pole is racing towards Russia while the Earth's magnetic
field.Theorists and psychics predict serious polar shifts with cataclysmic effects on the Earth.
Has it happened before? Could it happen again?.Pole Shift (magnetic): A shift in “magnetic”
poles is one of the more common and accepted theories across the world, however, this is not
to be confused with.He said: "When the polar shift happens the Earth will have no magnetic
that a swap of the magnetic poles from north to south would shift the.In Micheila's most recent
public channeling event, the Pleiadians spoke of a pole shift within the crystalline core of the
earth taking place mid As if many of.What is your opinion regarding the topic of the Earth
Pole shift that has been predicted?.You may have noticed the deluge of articles recently
claiming that a magnetic pole shift is imminent and we're all about to get blasted back to.Pole
shift has become a top news topic over the last day, or so. This has caused many in the media
to report that the Earth is heading towards.Okay first, this is about the magnetic pole shift.
This has nothing to do with a change of direction of the Earth's axis. The rotation axis changes
its direction very .Providing information and discussion about the Earth Changes, the pending
Pole shift, and how to prepare for this event.While some warn that a pole shift could be
devastating, others say those fears are overstated and melodramatic. Is the situation really as
dire as.
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